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CONFI
DENTI

AL

Miller, Clinton - Suspected Homicide

Date of incident: 14/08/2015

Location: Hawthorne, MA

Investigating agent: Ethan Graves

FBI CASE # 874-98-003



Victim Profile

Name: Miller, Clinton
DOB: 30/08/1987
SSN: 942965300
Address: No fixed address
Occupation: Construction -
general labourer

Physical Description
Race: Caucasian     Gender: M
Height: 6'0"         Weight:185 lb.
Hair color: Black  
Eye color:  Brown

Background

In 2012, Miller was convicted of stalking and criminal
harassment under MGL s.43 and s.43A. He served three years of
a five year sentence and was released on parole in June 2015.
His acceptance into the DeVille convict reintegration program
was a determinative factor in his release.

Clinical assessment of Miller's likelihood to reoffend provides
that he poses a "medium" risk. Psychiatric reports describe a 



lack of remorse on Miller's part and attempts to minimize his
actions. However, he responded positively to anger management
training and avoided disciplinary action during his tenure of
incarceration. Staff reported that Miller was generally well-liked
by other inmates, although he displayed at times an
inappropriate level of interest in female staff. He harbours a self-
professed preference - and at times obsession with - natural
blondes.

The pre-sentence report filed with the court following Miller's
2012 trial indicates that he battled alcohol and drug dependency
from his early teens. Miller also suffered from mental health
difficulties stemming from dysfunctional family relationships
observed in childhood. He was diagnosed as a child with
oppositional defiance disorder and ADHD. Mental health
assessment as an adult resulted in a further diagnosis of
narcissistic personality disorder. 



CASE NOTES -Timeline9:10 pm - Walker arrives atbar
9:30 - Byrne arrives at bar9:40 - Walker exits bar9:42 - Walker meets Millerin parking lot9:43-10pm - ????What did she do to him?



Underwood,
Rachel Hughes, AlexWalker, Tara

Witness Profile

Name: Walker, Tara

DOB: 03/13/1993

SSN: 284766490

Address: 12 Andromeda Drive, Hawthorne, MA

Occupation: Food service

Physical Description

Race: Caucasian             Gender: F

Height: 5'5"                    Weight: 130 lb.

Hair color: Blond            Eye color: Blue

Background:

Tara Walker attended at Spyder's Bar & Grill on

the evening of 14/08/2015. At approximately 9:40

pm, she left the bar alone. At 9:42, Walker met

Clinton Miller and Victor Priest in the parking lot

of the bar. The parties were not known associates

and the meeting appears to have been unplanned.



Walker, Tara (CON.)

Priest entered the bar, leaving Miller and Walker alone in
the parking lot. It is unknown what transpired between
Walker and the victim, but by 10:00 pm, Miller was dead.
Walker continued on to her home alone. She is not known
to possess any particular martial arts or combat training.

Walker denies any involvement in Miller's death.

Priest's confession
doesn't add up. What
is Tara Walker
hiding?


